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ABSTRACT

In environmental epidemiology, trace and toxic substance
concentrations frequently have very highly skewed distributions
ranging over one or more orders of magnitude, and prediction by
conventional regression is often poor. Classification and
Regression Tree Analysis (CART) is an alternative in such
contexts. To compare the techniques, two Pennsylvania data sets
and three independent variables are used: house radon progeny
(RnD) and gamma levels as predicted by construction
characteristics in 1300 houses; and -200 house radon (Rn)
measurements as predicted by topographic parameters. CART may
identify structural variables of interest not identified by
conventional regression, and vice versa, but in general the
regression models are similar. CART has major advantages in
dealing with other common characteristics of environmental data
sets, such as missing values, continuous variables requiring
transformations, and large sets of potential independent
variables. CART is most useful in the identification and
screening of independent variables, greatly reducing the need for
crosstabulations and nested breakdown analyses. There is no
need to discard cases with missing values for the independent
variables because surrogate variables are intrinsic to CART. The
tree-structured approach is also independent of the scale on
which the independent variables are measured, so that
transformations are unnecessary. CART identifies important
interactions as well as main effects. The major advantages of
CART appear to be in exploring data. Once the important
variables are identified, conventional regressions seem to lead
to results similar but more interpretable by most audiences.
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INTRODUCTION

Classification and Regression Tree Analysis (CART) can be a
useful tool in environmental epidemiology, where the exposure
distributions of trace and toxic substances frequently have
distributional characteristics which can create difficulties for
conventional regression analysis. When dealing with variables
such as radon levels in homes, lead in soil or blood, N02 levels
in houses, and other typical environmental exposure measurements,
frequency distributions are often very highly skewed, may range
over one or more orders of magnitude, and may be truncated at the
low end. Independent variables tend to be numerous, and missing
values tend to be common. In this paper we investigate the use
of CART for environmental research with emphasis on the analysis
of exposure data. We are unaware of any prior discussions of
CART in this context.

This manuscript also presents some results on predictive
variables for radiation exposure in the domestic environment,
both radon and radon progeny and external gamma exposures. For
regulatory and remedial purposes, the prediction of household
radon levels from house characteristics and the loca^ geomorpho-
logical and geological setting is of but modest interest, because
direct measurement is easy and accurate relative to other
environmental measurements. Our interest is epidemiologic: in
case-control studies of lung cancer and radon, the ability to
estimate radon exposure over most of the lifetime is essential.
Unfortunately many current residents of houses of interest refuse
measurement; some houses are torn down; some houses cannot be
located; and some houses may have been so extensively modified
that current radon values are of little use. For these houses
prediction may be better than no estimate, and predictions may be
made on the basis of regional location, geological area, precise
geomorphological and/or geological situation, and/or house
construction characteristics.

We have carried out analyses on two data sets. One was
collected in the region of the Reading Prong near Gilbertsville,
Pennsylvania, by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources and coded by Argonne National Laboratory. From those
data, preliminary results (based only on conventional regression
methods) concerning house structural correlates of house radon
progeny and external gamma exposure levels have been published
(Stebbings et al., 1988). The other data set was collected in
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, incidental to a study of radium
workers; a description of the study and data on personal
contamination by radon progeny has been published (Stebbings and
Dignam, 1983). From that data set we present recent unpublished
work on geomorphological prediction of house radon levels. While
several investigators have been studying geological factors
related to radon levels (Otton and Duval, 1990; Gunderson et al. ,
1990) , and at least one investigator has been investigating local



geology by fine scale mapping (Siniscalchi et al., 1990), we are
unaware of any other explicitly geomorphological approaches.
Sloomsburg borders the Susquehanna river valley and is in the
ridge and valley province of geological Appalachia, so the local
terrain is more variable and easier to define than in many other
regions. Our study originated from original field observations
reported by Toohey et al. (1906).

From the methodological point of view, these data sets yield
four situations for comparing CART and conventional regression,
with a gradient of predictability. These are, in order of
decreasing predictability: (1) prediction of first floor from
basement radon levels in Bloomsburg, (2) prediction of external
gamma levels from house structural characteristics and radon
progeny levels in Gilbertsville, (3) prediction of house radon
from topographic variables i:n Bloomsburg, and lastly (4) predic-
tion of house radon progeny levels from house structural charac-
teristics in Gilbertsville.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

TREE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Classification and regi'ession tree analysis (Breiman et al.,
1984) is a nonparametric alternative to other methods in
classification and regression, It arrives at predictions by
constructing binary trees aa takes into account that different
relationships may hold in different parts of the data. For
example, once the data is split into two nodes, then the best
next split for the data going left usually differs from the best
next split of the data going right. At each node, the average or
the median response is used as the predicted value, depending on
whether decisions in CKRT are based on least squares or on least
absolute deviations, in the following brief outline, we will
concentrate on regression trees and on least squares. Topics
covered are tree growing, selecting the right-sized tree,
handling of missing values, concepts of variable importance and
relative error, and exploratory trees.

For growing a tree, CART looks fcr a split of the data into
two nodes such that each node is as homogeneous as possible in
the response values- For any split under consideration, CART
computes the weighted average of the variances of the response
values in the left and in the right node with weights proportion-
al to the numbers going left and right respectively. The best
split is the one which minimizes this weighted average. CART
searches through all splits on all variables to find the best
split at each node.

As more e.nd more splitting is done, the variances in the
nodes decrease and finally become zero when each terminal node



has only one object in it. Thus, the biggest tree possible has
an appa^-nt zero error rate. The term error rate comes from
classification trees. In the regression context, the error rate
is the sum of the variances in the terminal nodes divided by the
variance in the whole data set. The problem is to find the tree
giving the smallest true error rate. The task of choosing the
right-sized tree is solved by first growing a very large tree
with very few observations in the terminal nodes, and then
pruning this tree back. The pruning process yields a sequence of
smaller and smaller trees. The principle of the algorithm is
that each tree in the sequence has a smaller apparent error rate
than any other tree of the same size. The next problem is which
tree to select out of this sequence of "optimal" trees.

For small and medium data sets, the true error rate is
estimated by crossvalidation. For large data sets, this is
accomplished by using a test set. As the data are read, CART
sets aside a certain proportion of the cases, selected at random,
to serve as the test set. The remaining cases are used to
construct the big tree and the sequence of optimal trees. Next,
the cases in the test set are run down each subtree in the se-
quence, generating an estimate of the true error rate for each
subtree. This is the mean squared difference between the actual
response values of the test cases and their predicted values.
This estimated true error rate is usually large for very large
trees, decreases as the trees get smaller, and then begins to
rise again as the trees get too small. The tree selected by CART
is the smallest tree achieving the minimum estimated error rate.
CART also assesses the variability in the error rates by comput-
ing standard errors for them.

Missing values are handled by CART using the concept of
closely associated splits. At a given node, two splits are said
to be closely associated if almost all cases going right by one
split are sent right (left) by the other split. A reversal of
direction implies a negative association. At each node, CART
first searches through all splits and finds the best one. Then
it searches through all other variables to find the most closely
associated split.- the second most closely associated split, etc.
The splits on this list are called surrogate splits. Now if a
case has a missing value on the variable on which the best split
is based, the split decision is then made on the best surrogate.
If the value of the corresponding variable is missing as well,
the decision is made on the next best surrogate variable, and so
on. Hence all cases with measurements on the response variable
are used in the analysis, despite the fact that some covariates
may be missing.

Variable importance is a measure of how much a variable
contributes to the improvement of purity of the nodes, even if
this variabla serves only as a surrogate. Thus, it can happen
that a variable never actually used in a decision is judged to be



the most important, especially if it frequently served as a
surrogate. Technically, for each variable, the variable impor-
tance is the sum over all nodes (where the variable was used to
make the splitting decision or where it served as a surrogate) of
the difference between the variance in the parent node and the
weighted average of the variances in the two daughter nodes. The
measure is normalized, so that the most important variable always
has a relative importance of 100%.

The relative error is defined as the ratio of the sum of
squared differences of the observed and predicted values and the
original variance. The relative error is an overall measure of
how well the prediction rule of a tree performs, similar to R2 in
regression. Whereas R is also referred to as "percent variance
explained," that interpretation is valid only for one minus the
crossvalidated relative error. Growing trees to their full depth
and selecting the optimal tree can involve considerable
computational burden. After the first run using a test set or
crossvalidation, the analyst usually knows the approximate size
of the optimal tree. CART has an option to set the size of the
tree to be grown. With trees of about the same size, the rela-
tive magnitudes of the apparent error rates are usually indica-
tive of the relative magnitudes of the true error rates. Thus,
the exploratory tree option allows a fast way of trying a number
of tree variations, adding, deleting, or transforming variables,
changing some parameters, and so on.

DATA DESCRIPTION

Data in the first data set were collected in Bloomsburg,
Pennsylvania, by Argonne National Laboratory from November 1983
to April 1987. They consist of basement and first floor 222Rn
measurements. The data set contains a total of 209 houses, of
which 189 have basement and 198 have first floor readings. The
distribution of radon is skewed, as shown in Figure 1. Basic
statistics of the measurements are given in Table 1. A high
percentage (40.9%) of the basement measurements exceeded the EPA
recommended remedial action level of 148 Bq m~3. Of the first
floor measurements, 14.7% exceeded this value. Radon
measurements in the basement, of course, average higher than
those on the first floor.

These data from Bloomsburg have a higher mean than most
regions, the geometric mean being even higher than those reported
by Cohen (1985) for the Pittsburgh area and by Nero et al. (1986)
for their measurements from Pennsylvania. Bloomsburg is not on
the Reading prong. The houses are homes of former radium workers
and were not selected for known or potential radon levels.

The long period over which detectors were placed is
misleading: two-thirds were placed in the period November 198 3



through March 1984, and conventional regression analyses
utilizing only this data yielded results very similar to those
presented here. Detectors placed later went primarily to houses
of persons not returning their first set, or declining to be
body-counted, and would not be expected to have the same
topographic distribution (or, therefore, radon levels) as the
first measured houses.

Of the houses with measurements on either basement or first
floor, topographic information was obtained from maps for 181.
Coded topographic variables are listed in Table 2 and derived
variables are defined in Table 3.

Data from the Gilbertsville area of Pennsylvania, on and
near the Reading Prong, were collected between January 1985 and
May 1986 by the Radon Monitoring Program of the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Resources and coded for the computer
by Argonne National Laboratory. Results of conventional analyses
were reported by Stebbings et al. (1988). Because of further
editing of the data base, numbers presented here differ slightly
from the earlier report.

This second data set consists of radon progeny (RnD) read-
ings measured in working levels (WL) and gamma measurements in
microroentgens per hour (/iR h""1) from the basement. First floor
measurements were limited. Descriptive statistics are found in
Table 4. The conversion of working levels to Bq m assuming 50%
equilibrium (which the data support) yields a parameter
comparable to the radon measurements of the first data set; a
logarithmic transformation then reduces the skewness in the data.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show histograms for RnD working levels, for
equivalent radon levels, and for the logarithm of gamma
measurements. The independent variables available for analysis
are given in Table 5. For those variables where mixtures of
materials could occur, the coding used was binary. For example,
floor material can be concrete, dirt, or other. These were coded
as 1(=2°), 2(=21), 4(=^22), so that a floor partially concrete and
partially dirt would get coded as 3, a floor where all three
possibilities occurred as 7, and so on.

REGRESSION AND CART ANALYSES

All regression analyses were performed in SAS on the PC
(SAS, 1988). CART analyses were performed on a VAX 750 with
software provided by Breiman et al. (1984).

Example 1: The correlation of basement and first floor
transformed readings is 0.82, indicating that first floor radon
measurements can be well predicted by basement radon levels
alone. However, as shown in Janssen et al. (1990), a regression
allowing for a quadratic term in the equation fits better than a



purely linear relationship. The resulting equation:

lnfRn^ = 2.626 - 0.142*ln(RnQ) + 0.089*[ln(RnQ)]
2

has an adjusted R2 of 0.682. The residuals are small and do not
exhibit a pattern.

Results of a stepwise regression analysis for predicting
first floor from basement measurements as well as topographic
variables are listed in Table 6. Because of missing topographic
information, a total of only 157 houses can be used in the
analysis. Most of the variance of the transformed first floor
radon measurements lnfRn^ (67.5%) is explained by the trans-
formed basement measurements ln(Rrip) . Inclusion of the relative
elevation of a house (RELELEV) in the regression leads to a minor
increase of R2 to 0.688.

The prediction of first floor radon from basement levels
with CART used only the basement radon measurements and none of
the available topographic variables. The relative error is 0.35
— roughly corresponding to an R of 0.65. Details are found in
Figure 5. This CART result can be viewed as a step function
predicting ln(Rn,) from ln(RnQ), which when plotted is moderately
curvilinear, fitting the above quadratic equation.

Example 2: Prediction of 222Rn levels with topographic
variables alone is difficult. No single variable is strongly
correlated with radon measurements. Stepwise regression was used
to select topographic variables, as shown in Table 6. Given the
importance of relative elevation, we then computed the following
model including the interaction terms:

ln(Rn1) = + 3.573 + 0.867*RELSLOPE
+ 0.330 + 0.445*RELSLOPE if on hilltop/ridge, and/or
+ 0.219 + 0.574*RELSLOPE if on uplands

A total of 172 observations were used in this analysis; the final
R2 was 0.22. The model reflects the tendency for radon to be
higher at higher elevations. However, the low R2 again gives a
strong indication of lack of fit.

The CART regression tree for predicting first floor 222Rn
measurements from topographic variables with six terminal nodes
uses only variables related to elevation of the site above local
base level (measured as elevation above sea level). These three
variables are the site elevation (ELVSITE) , the highest elevation
within a half mile radius (ELVHIGH), and the relative slope
(RELSLOPE) which is a relative local elevation.

The highest predicted radon levels are associated with
fairly high elevation (node 4, ELVSITE > 810 ft and ELVHIGH < 966
ft) or with high elevations (node 6, ELVSITE > 642 ft, ELVHIGH >



966 ft) combined with a large relative slope (RELSLOPE > 0.606).
Further details are shown in Figure 6 and in Table 7. The most
important variables are the relative elevation and the site
elevation. Although none of the splits is decided on the
relative elevation, this variable serves as one of the three best
surrogate variables on every split in the tree. Three other
variables, namely the relative slope and the lowest and the
highest elevations within a half mile radius, have moderately
high relative importances, between 53 and 68% (Table 7). The
lowest elevation derives its importance from its role as a
surrogate on every split. The physical slope, the topographic
classifier (TOPOSDM) and all other variables are judged to be
much less important with values less than 3 0%. None of the
splits is decided on these variables. This is in marked contrast
to the conventional regression which identified location on a
hilltop or ridge and location on the uplands, in addition to
relative slope, but none of the other continuous variables.

We discuss the prediction of gamma levels from radon meas-
urements together with season and house construction characteris-
tics in example 3 and the prediction of basement RnD working
levels from season and house construction characteristics in
example 4.

Example 3; Prediction of gamma measurements from radon
progeny, season, and house construction variables is quite
successful with an overall R2 of 0.34. Information about the
variables selected, F values, and the regression coefficients can
be found in Table 8. Stone basement walls dominate the conven-
tional regression with almost two thirds of the explanatory power
of the model, followed by RnD working levels, which are about
one-third as influential. Basement walls in poor/fair condition
and floors with some dirt (given fieldstone walls), as well as a
seasonal effect, are associated with increased gamma levels. Use
of electric heat, use of air conditioning, and larger basement
volumes lead to lower gamma levels even though these are all
variables associated with high RnD levels.

In the CART analysis (Figure 7 and Table 9) of gamma
radiation the most important variable is the type of basement
wall, although only the first split is decided on whether walls
are out of stone or not, and the variable does not serve as a
surrogate either on any other split. The next most important
variable is the RnD level, three of the twelve splits being
decided on its value; in addition,, it serves as a surrogate once
and as a competitor seven times. Season (SEASCOS) and basement
height (HT) are almost equally important; two splits are decided
on season, whereas basement height mainly serves as a competitor,
as do basement volume and area. The other variables entering are
wall condition (WC), concrete floor (FL), electric heat (HEAT)
and presence of floor cracks (CRKS).



All houses with stone basement walls have high gamma read-
ings on average, especially those with high RnD working level
measuresments (node 7). But the highest gamma readings are
associated with very high RnD working level readings even though
the basement walls were not constructed of stone (node 5).
Conventional regression analysis would not easily yield the
latter finding.

The overall error of the prediction is about the same for
the two types of regression, namely 65%. The variables used for
predicting gamma readings by conventional regression and CART are
similar, and both analyses identify stone basement walls as the
most important variable and the RnD working levels as the second
most important, although the actual values for their relative
importance differ somewhat for the two approaches.

Example 4; For the radon response variable, we take the
logarithm of one plus the working level measurements. This
transformation does not significantly change small observations,
but pulls down the large ones. The stepwise regression results
are given in Tables 8 and 10. The overall R , 0.035, is very
low, but the estimated effects of the retained variables are
substantial. Note that the regression coefficients from Table 8
can be read directly as increases in working levels. A seasonal
effect contributed to the prediction, as was expected. Electric
heat, larger basement volumes, and well water supplies all are
associated with increased RnD working levels.

Construction of a CART tree (Figure 8) was difficult. The
low variability in the response variable influenced the choice of
complexity parameter dramatically, but after discovering that the
value for this parameter had to be very low (lower than the
default of 1), trees then constructed had as much predictive
power as trees constructed on transformed versions of the
response variable. The highest predicted RnD working levels are
found in houses with electric heat and radon measured in winter.
One association not appearing in the conventional analysis
appeared: houses with many windows or a door in the basement have
higher readings than those without (perhaps because these are dug
into a hillside) . Use of well water and larger basement volumes,
however, are associated with higher RnD working levels in both
analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

We shall discuss separately the conclusions regarding the
utility of CART and the substantive results summarized here. The
latter largely have, or will be, dealt with in other publica-
tions. We are unaware of other discussions in the literature
relating to the utility of CART regression in environmental
epidemiology.



In general, results from conventional and tree-structured
analysis are similar and presentation of final analyses using
conventional regression techniques would rarely be misleading.
They would, of course, be better understood. However CART has
major utility during the process of analysis, both in readily
identifying phenomena that would easily be missed in conventional
analyses and in easing analyses with large numbers of independent
variables, especially if there are many missing values.

To review the results above, in a highly structured situa-
tion (predicting first floor from basement radon levels) CART
would at first glance not appear to be useful. However, were the
quadratic form of the conventional regression equation not prop-
erly identified, one would have concluded from conventional
regressions that first floor/basement ratios were to some small
degree also a function of topography when in fact that result is
almost certainly due to collinearity between topography and
radon. Thus CART, which identified no topographic variables, is
insensitive to confounding between independent variables and
nonlinearities in the dependent variable.

In a less highly structured situation, i.e., the prediction
of gamma levels, the major results of CART and conventional
regression are the same, although some minor variables are
inconsistently identified. The critical advantage of CART in
this context was the automatic identification of a subgroup of
high gamma levels associated with extremely high radon but not
with stone walls. Only by examination of residuals and creation
of new dummy variables would conventional regression manage this
finding.

In an even less structured situation, the prediction of
radon levels by topography, an unexpected advantage of CART
appeared. It should be evident that there is a very high degree
of multicollinearity among both the continuous and dichotomous
independent variables: elevation of site, local low, local high,
upland location, etc., are in reality closely similar variables.
Conventional regression picks one continuous and two dichotomous
variables. CART gives a tree based on continuous variables,
elevation and relative position on the slope, but in ranking the
variables in importance (Table 7) yields the intuitively most
acceptable results for highly multicollinear variables, apparent-
ly because it takes surrogate variable importance into account.

In the least structured situation, predicting basement RnD
from structural characteristics, the two approaches yielded
qualitatively similar results, with CART identifying one
additional variable. Multicollinearity here is stong, but
"accidental" in the sense that it reflects historical and
cultural aspects of house contruction and situation, not an
intrinsic physical reality as in the topographic analyses. In
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this context the CART tree, rather than the list of relative
importance of variables, yields the most intuitively meaningful
results.

Methodologically, identification of predictive variables is
laborious, and the identification of important variables for
different subsets of the data and of interactions can be cumber-
some. The tree-structured approach is extremely useful for this
purpose. Another advantage is the ease of handling missing
values, so that no case has to be dismissed because of some
missing covariate measurement, and the removal of any requirement
for identifying appropriate transformations for independent
variables.

Detailed discussion of the substantive results can be found
elsewhere (Stebbings et al., 1988; Janssen et al., submitted).
An overall question remains, however: does the effort to estimate
radon levels from house construction or topography yield useful
results? Let us review these data is this context, remembering
that the health physicist and the epidemiologist are likely to
have diametrically opposed opinions based on the same data.

Using CART results and only those nodes with 15+
observations we find, for example, that four populations of
houses are definable using topography. These have geometric mean
first floor radon levels of 49, 78, 96, and 198 Bq m~ , a
fourfold range. Basement gamma levels have a much narrower
observed range and more categories, with estimated geometric
means of 9, 10, 12, 12, 15, 20, and 22 fiR h"1. Basement radon
progeny levels, on the other hand are very poorly predicted.
Here categories of 0.04, 0.07, and 0.09 RnD working levels can be
defined, again an approximately twofold range of exposures.

In our opinion, estimated exposures with a twofold range are
better than missing data; with a fourfold range they may be
seriously useful. The mean or median, or a randomly selected
value from the empirical frequency distribution associated with a
node, may replace a missing value according to the needs of the
investigator. Ultimate utility, of course, depends on the
fraction of residences falling in the extreme categories, which
is determined by the real variance of radon levels in the study
situation.

In the specific case of radon levels we do not suggest a
CART approach for predicting individual high houses: all
subdistributions at nodes are likely to include low values.
Prediction of absence of a high radon level could be attempted
should this be of interest. For us, the utility of CART is in
substituting information for missing values and in understanding
the structural and relative importances oZ the independent
variables.
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Figure 1 Histograms of (In) radon levels for floors 0 and 1
(Bq in"3; .

Figure 2 Histogram of radon progeny working level
measurements [In (1 + WL)], floor 0.

Figure 3 Histogram of equivalent radon measurements
[In (7400 * WL)], floor 0.

Figure 4 Histogram of gamma measurements [In (\i.r h~1)]/
floor 0.

Figure 5 Prediction of j.irst floor (In) radon levels (Bq m~3)
from basement (In) radon levels. Complexity parameter -3;
resubstitution estimate of relative error = 0.35;
includes sample size (N), geometric mean, and geometric standard
deviation of first floor radon levels in each node.

Figure 6 Prediction of first floor (In) radon levels (Bq m~3)
from topographic variables. Complexity parameter = 6;
resubstitution estimate of relative error = 0.68;
includes sample size (N), geometric mean, and geometric standard
deviation of first floor radon levels in each node.

Figure 7 Prediction of basement gamma radiation [In (pr h-1)]
from radon progeny, season, and house construction. Complexity
parameter = 2; resubstitution estimate of relative error = 0.68;
includes sample size (N), geometric mean, and geometric standard
deviation of gamma levels (\ir hT1) in each node.

Figure 8 Prediction of basement radov progeny from season and
house construction. Complexity parameter = 0.25; resubstitution
estimate of relative error = 0.85; includes sample size (N),
geometric mean, and geometric standard deviation of radon progeny
(WL + 1) in each node.
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Table 1 Basic statistics of Sloomsburg radon
measurements (Bq m ) , floors 0 and 1.

Nonparauietric Lognormal

geom. geom.
Floor N median min max mean S3

0 18S 122.1 17.4 6354.4 148.8 2.60

1 198 59.2 3.7 2883.8 66.0 2.64
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Table 2 Tjpographic variables and codes, Bloomsburg data.

Continuous variables;

ELVSITE - site elevation above sea level

ELVBASE - lowest elevation within 1/2 mile radius of survey
site

ELVHIGH - highest elevation within 1/2 mile radius of survey-
site

SLOPE - percent variation in elevation derived from change in
elevation over a 500 ft distance

Categorical variables;

Variable

HIGH

TOPO

Description

system high
classification

topographic
classification
of house site

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Code

slope
hilltop
ridge
plain

floodplain
lowlands
upland plain
slope, ridge
dome slope
concave slope
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Table 3 Derived variables, Bloomsburg data.

Continuous variables:

RELSLOPE = (ELVSITE - ELVBASE} / (ELVHIGH-ELVBASE): the house
s i te elevation relat ive to local topographic high
and low elevations

RELELEV = (ELVSITE - ELVBASE) / (1800-460): the rela t ive
elevation of the house s i te compared to high and
low elevations of the region

Categorical variables:

House Indicators

HIGH HIGHSUM HSIND1 HSIND2 HSIND3

1
2
3
4

slope
hilltop
ridge
plain

1
2
2
3

slope
hilltop/ridge

plain

1
0
0
0

0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1

TOPO TOPOSUM

1 floodplain
2 lowlands
3 upland plain
4 slope, ridge
5 dome slope

0 lowlands
0
1

1 uplands
1

6 concave slope 1
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Table 4 Distribution of basement working level and gamma
measurements, Gilbertsville area.

RnD (WL) Gamma (fir h )

Quantile

25 0-007 8.0
50 0.018 11.0
75 0.047 15.0
90 0.135 18.0
95 0.221 22.5
99 0.819 34.0

Geometric mean 0.020 11.2

Geom. s.d. 4.03 1.51
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Table 5 Structural variables and codes in the Gilbertsville
area data.3'

Variable
name Description Codes

BSMT
CS
SL
ADJSLAB

DR
FL
CRKS

FLFIN
SU
AREA

basement
crawlspace
slab
adjoining slab

floor drains
floor material
floo-. cracks

floor finish
sump
floor area

WALL foundation wall

WALLFIN wall finish
WC wall condition
CK wall cracks
WIN basement windows

PENETR penetration (wall)

HT wall height

HEAT heating system

AC air conditioning

EP electrostatic air
cleaner

l=yes, Q=no
l=yes, 0=no
l=yes
l=yes

0=no
0=no

l=yes, 0=no
l=concrete, 2=dirt, 4=other
l=through cracks, 2=exp. joint,
4=other
l=yes, 0=no, 2=partial
i=yes, 0=no
square feet

l=concrete, 2=cement block, 4=brick,
8-fieldstone, 16=other
l=yes, 0=no, 2=partial
l=good, 2=fair, 3=poor
l=yes, 0=no
0=ncne, 1,2,3,4+= f of windows,
5=yes NOS, 6=door
l=yes, 0-no
feet

l=forced air, 2=electric,
4=hotwater, 8=other
l=yes, 0=no, 2=window, 3=central
l=yes, 0=no, 2=filter paper

WELL water from well l=yes, 0=no

aVariable coding is 2 , 21, 22, etc., so that mixtures can
be coded as sums.
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Table 6 Stepwise regression estimates of first floor (In)
radon from basement radon and topographic variables.

Model includina basement radon

ln(RnQ)
Relative elevation
Intercept

Model excludina basement radonc

Location on hilltop/ridge
Relative slope
Uplands location
Intercept

F

322.6

6.0

20.2
17.6
6.6
———

Regression
coefficient

C.820

0.689
-0.004

0.820
1.156
0.406
3-455

aGnless noted otherwise dummy variables were used,
1 indicating "present;-" 0 "absent."

bAll p - 0.02; N=157; R2 = 0.688.
CA11 p < 0.02; N=172; R2 = 0.221.
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Variable importance for prediction of first floor (In)
radon levels by topography with regression and CART.

Regressiona CARTb

Variable Partial IT

HSIND2 0.106
RELSLOPE 0.084
TOPQSUM. 0.031

Variable

RELELEV, ELVSITE
RELSLOPE
ELVBASE
ELVHIGH
SLOPE
TOPOSUM

Relative
importance (%)

100
68
59
53
29
27

aTotal R2 = 0.221.
Relative error = 0.68.
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Table 8 Stepwise regression estimates of basement gamma,
and radon progeny vorklng levels*

Regression coefficient

Gamma fin fur

Stone basement wall3
Radon progeny levels

Basement walls poor/fair
Electric heat
wC3ine(2ff x day of year/365)
Basement floors some/all dirt

plus walls out of stone
Basement volume (ft )
Air conditioning
Intercept

93.4

40.5
28.0
19.7
6.5

5.0
5.3

0.309
1.080

0.145
-0.143
0.087
0.140

-0.0000047
-0.070
2.347

Radon progeny Tin (WL +

Electric heat
Basement volume
Water from well
Cosine[2ir x day of year/365)
Intercept

aUnless noted otherwise dummy
1 indicating "present," 0 "

bAll p < 0.03; R2 = 0.34.
CA11 p < 0.05; R2 = 0.035.

19.9
7.9
7.8
4.4

variables
absent."

0.031
0.0000013
0.021
0.017
0.031

were used,
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Table 9 Variable importance for the prediction of basement
gamma levels by radon progeny, season, and house
construction variables with regression and CART.

Regressiona

Variable

STONEWALL

LNWLO

WCIND

ELECTRIC

SEASCOS

STONEXPD

BSVOL

ACIND

Partial R2

0.203

0.068

0.028

0.019

0.013

0.004

0.003

0.004

Variable

WALL

LNWLO

SEASCC7

HT

BSVOL

we

AREA

FL

HEAT

CRKS

CARTb

Relative
importance (%)

100

95

78

77

69

67

65

41

38

34

aTotal R2 = 0.342.
Relative error = 0.63.
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Table 10 Variable importance for the prediction of basement
radon levels by season and house construction
variables with regression and CART.

Regression

Variable Partial R"

CARTb

Variable

SEASCOS

BSVOL, AREA

WIN

WELL

HEAT

Relative
importance (%)

100

48

35

34

33

ELECTRIC

BSVOL

WELL

SEASCOS

0.017

0.007

0.007

0.004

aTotal R2 = 0.035.
Relative error = 0.85.
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Rn0 >1350

104
39.73

1.95

72
79.20

1.73

Rno>45 Rno>175

11
19.89
2.35

93
43.12

1.81



ELVS!TE>642ft SLOPE > 13.0%

no yes

1
6355.02



stonewall

913
10.07

1.45
WL0 > 0.55 0.05

electric heat

no

yes

good wall condition

seascos > 0.721

no yes yes
187

8.76
1.35

110
12.06

1.45

550
9.78
1.40

49
12.30
1.45

17
21.98

1.46

231
15.18

1.39

39
19.89
1.57

yes



exp. joint cracks seascos > 0.842

many windows or door

yes

basement volume >
17400 ft3

/no \ yes yes yes
790
1.04
1.07

273
1.06
1.12

1
1

6
.39
.43

281
1.07
1.14

1
1

9
.32
.54

1
1

3
.57
.12

1
1

4
.75
.62


